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A Powerful Math Learning Approach

What 
makes it 
powerful?



What is powerful learning in math?
Powerful learning in math is…

ü Balanced: students think to learn and learn to think- basics and competencies

ü Comprehensive: a full range of mathematical competencies are developed with a 
focus on quality reasoning while thinking, acting, and communicating

ü Sustained: learning is iterative, cultivated and automatized

ü Authentic: develops practical mathematical intelligence for everyday, everywhere 
use

ü Empowering: students become strong independent, self-regulating, self-
correcting, reflective learners that appreciate the productive power of not getting 
everything perfect right away

ü Intrinsically Motivating: allows students to anticipate what and how they need to 
learn; and appreciate and trust that multiple learning opportunities will support 
this learning;  every lesson has a built-in relevance for students  



How do we make all this happen?

The Approach
The power of critical inquiry lies not in 

the asking of a single open question but 
in the careful sequencing of critical 

thinking questions and tasks that allow 
for sustained iterative and criterial 

reflection.



Let’s consider the key features through an example



Feature 1: 
Driving (overarching) critical thinking

question and task (for the unit)

Linear Relations Critical Inquiry Question
What is the most effective way to make a sound mathematical conjecture on the 
measurable behavior or characteristics of people (or objects) we can only observe?

Linear Relations Critical Inquiry Task
Create an effective model to be used in your “guessing” booth activity that will allow you 
to make the best conjecture possible on the behaviour or characteristics of people or 
objects you can only observe.

Following the fair, assess how well your mathematical model allowed you to make a 
sound conjecture. Highlight the strengths and limitations of the mathematical model and 
explain how it can be effectively used to obtain better results in the future.



Driving critical thinking questions and tasks 
(for each lesson in the unit)

Lesson 1-1: Effective Communication in Math
Question: What does it mean to communicate effectively in 
math?
Task: Playing Barrier Games with x-y co-ordinate grids, 
identify the most important things to think about to 
communicate effectively in math.

Lesson 1-2: Properties of Linear Relations
Question: What does it mean for a relationship to be linear?
Task: Write a clear and concise definition of a linear relation 
using its essential properties.

Lesson 1-4: Describing Trends Mathematically
Question: Can any data set be considered linear?
Task: Identify and justify which of the given data sets 
can be mathematically described as “linear”?

Lesson 1-5: Modelling Data using Technology
Question: What are the best methods and tools to 
use to accurately gather, model and interpret data? 
Task: Using appropriate technology and methods, 
gather, graphically model and interpret the data 
gathered to help make a sound conjecture.

Sustained and Comprehensive Thinking 
and Learning

Lesson 1-3: Linear Relations Useful Models for Everyday Use
Question: How useful are linear relations for helping make an effective conjecture about the behaviours of objects or 
people?
Task: Mathematically prove that 4 different representations of linear relationships belong together and assess how 
useful your set would be for making an effective conjecture at a fair.



Feature 2: 
Unit and Lesson Learning Launches

Start student thinking where they are at

Lesson Question:
What is the most likely age (within 2 years) of a given person participating in a fall fair (or 
your teacher)?

Lesson Task:
Make and defend an effective conjecture on the most likely age of your teacher or a 
person participating in a spring/fall fair. (Options: Age…45, 95, 36, 19, other___), given 
the 6 data sets provided. Rank order the data sets according to how helpful they might 
be in making an effective conjecture...) and complete the following prompt: My 
teacher/fair participant is most likely ____ years old because…(refer to the data)

Unit Launch Lesson



Each lesson has a learning launch:
Students…start your thinking!

Lesson critical thinking question:
What is the most likely age (within 2 years) and weight (within 3 lbs) of 
the man in this picture?

Lesson critical thinking task/challenge:
Make and defend an effective conjecture on the most likely age and 
weight of the man in this picture (Options: Age…45, 95, 36, 19, other___; 
Weight…600, 120, 230, 190, other ___) in writing or orally.



Feature 3: 
Students…enrich your thinking.

(with criteria and a thinking strategy)



Feature 4: 
Students…pull your thinking together.

(consolidate your thinking)

Every lesson loops back 
to the start of the lesson, 
providing students time 
to consolidate their 
thinking.

Every lesson also loops 
back to the launch lesson. 
Through the use of a 
Thoughtbook, students 
affirm, refine, and/or 
extend their initial 
thinking. 

Students reflect back to 
grow learning forward.



Important Lesson Features
Students apply content and thinking 

competencies simultaneously

Balanced Thinking and Learning

Start Enrich…your thinking Pull together…



Feature 5: 
Practice for Proficiency/

Practice for (learning) Power (P4P)

Describe what a 
mathematician would do 
to make the most sound 
conjecture (best estimate) 
of the height of this garage 
door. 

Be sure to communicate 
effectively!



Feature 5: 
Practice for Proficiency (learning power)(P4P)

Construct 3 good lines of best fit using the 
data given for each of the following age 
groups: 0-20; 20-40; and 40-80 as 
accurately as possible. Defend the quality 
of your lines of best fit. In other words, 
how do you know they are good? 
Based on your lines of best fit, describe 
how good your hypothesis was at the 
beginning of today’s lesson: was it 
a) bang on!  b) pretty good J c) so-so  
d) not great L e) way off! 
Explain why this may be the case. Don’t 
worry if your hypothesis wasn’t good. 
Showing that you understand more now 
also shows how much you’ve learned! 



Feature 6: 
Assessment criteria for every lesson

Launch Lesson Lesson 1-4: Lines of Best Fit

Assessment criteria - how will you 
know your students are learning?
*Note in a Launch Lesson this evidence 
is diagnostic in nature. Students will…
• fully use the criteria for a sound 

conjecture when trying to make the 
best conjecture (estimate) possible 

• give specific, detailed mathematical 
evidence to support their thinking

• use what they know and understand 
to be mathematically true about 
(measurement; fractions, 
dimensions…)

Assessment criteria - how will you know 
your students are learning? Students will…
• use the criteria for sound reasoning to 

effectively justify mathematical 
decisions related to the interpretation 
of scatterplots;

• use the criteria for a good line of best 
fit to mathematically describe the 
nature of trends in scatterplots with the 
greatest accuracy possible.; 

• accurately identify outliers and treat 
them appropriately

• use the terms, independent and 
independent variables, trend, 
properties of linear relations effectively
in their justifications. 



Feature 7: The evaluation

Evaluation for the first set of lessons

Question: What essential characteristics 
must a data set possess for it to be highly
useful for making a winning conjecture at a 
fall fair “guessing” booth?
Task: Given 6 sets of data, identify the most 
useful data set by mathematically assessing 
each set for its degree of linearity and 
usefulness in making a conjecture at a 
fall/spring fair “guessing” booth. 
Be sure to fully describe the nature and 
usefulness of the information provided in the 
best data set. 

Authentic Thinking and Learning for 
everyday, everywhere use

Question: What is the best way to gather 
and model data to make a successful 
conjecture (“guess”) at the spring/fall fair 
guessing booth.
Task: List all the important factors that 
play a role in effectively gathering and 
modelling data for the spring/fall fair 
“guessing” booth and justify their 
importance.



Unit Evaluation
scaffolds student thinking and performance

One:
Working in small teams of 3, each of you will gather accurate data to help you investigate a 
given relationship between 2 variables that will help you make your conjecture at the fair.  

Requirements: You must each gather data from a minimum of 5 subjects. Your data must 
include a least one child, one adolescent and one adult. 

• children shall be defined as those whose ages are 6 to 11 years old;
• adolescents are defined as those whose ages are 12-19 years old; and 
• adults shall be defined as those whose ages are 20 to 65 years old.

Two:
Together with your team members you will use all 15 or more data points to help you provide 
a detailed mathematical description of this relationship. Getting this description as accurate, 
precise and detailed as mathematically possible will help your team prepare for your team’s 
participation running a “guessing” booth at the fair. Modelling this relationship in a variety of 
useful ways will help your team make the best conjecture (estimate) possible at your booth. 
Be sure to include a graph, words and a table to describe the relationship in your data. 



Feature 8: Key thinking competencies
Explicitly developed in every lesson

Student success in mathematics
Successful student learning of mathematics is dependent on the capacity to 

reason mathematically in a number of important interconnected ways:

Sound Reasoning=Quality Thinking

Conceptual 
Reasoning

Representational
Reasoning

Structural
Reasoning

Communicative
Reasoning

Problem-
managing
Reasoning

Reflective
Reasoning

Strategic
Reasoning

Connective
Reasoning

Detail-
Minded

Reasoning

Comprehensive development of a full range of 
mathematical thinking competencies in every unit



The Professional Learning Model: CPR
Bringing new life to teacher professional learning

www.tc2.ca/math-lead

qContinuous
qPersonalized
qResponsive
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